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the A.L. anything
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to
coasting
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center field job with the al Basketball Association.
"One reason I took this job," field in August and
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S&LS Rigney, "Is that I thought the finish line.
departure of Ted Uhlaendes in Just a year ago, the Boston Marilyn Parks
159 Boston with 29.
The same heavy hitting is the Cleveland deal. But left Celtics began the spurt that Mildred Hodge
this club had a good chance to
UP
second
133
Bobby Smith tossed in 22
win. Now I think so more than available this year — A.L. field is a problem with Bob carried them to the NBA title Betty Dixon
151 points and John Block and
baseman Rod Carew, the
GUARANTEE
Allison, who only hit .228 last and the Phoenix Suns were Wanda Nance
ever."
If
14f Elvin Hayes had 17 each as the
We guarantee accurate preparation of every tot return.
The Twins, you will recall, let Batting champion at .332; first year, the leading candidate. finishing with the worst record LaVaughn Latimer
with And, of course, the bench isn't in the league.
144 Rockets stretched their winning
we make any error, that cost you any penalty Or laterite,
Virginia Buchanan
manager Martin go after the baseman Rich Reese, .322
we wi I pay Ole penalty or interest
142 streak to three games by
now are Mary Harris
situations
But
Twins were beaten by Balti- 16 homers; third baseman as strong without Tovar.
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.276
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140
Killebrew
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the
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and 49
139 consecutive loss.
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the sophomore year in the majors. Celtics, who are now mired in quarter and held off a late have a shot at the No. 1 choice
are
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and
tack
Rigney,
Also
Enter
organization.
winning pitchers "The question, of course, is the sixth place in the East.
Boston rally to eat the Celtics, In Monday's college player
who was manager of the two 20-game
Phone 7531704
Weelulays a.m.- p.m. — Sat. f-5
and Dave whether Mittervrald will hit,"
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Despite
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The SUDS ripped off a club'Hawkins. 21, John Haviicek led choice.
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shaky and that could be,
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Not in the infield, where
important since Mitterwald has
both obtained from the Cleve.280 as the a military obligation for part of
land Indians in a six-player Cardenas batted
shortstop last year and sparked the summer.
swap.
record 177
The Oakland A's went on a
The pre-season figuring is the team to a dubReese-Carewe big trading spree during the
that Tient and Williams will go double plays. The
lineup winter in an effort to narrow
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an
being
to
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15
in
flat
first
Rigney his
and the Twins. The pre-season
of managing the New York-San lineup.
Leftfield Question
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- Phone '753-1911 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

"Ow.--A611. -

TIMES

Voweerdae

Good Citizens Are Anderson Home Is
Guests Of The DAR Scene Board Meet
For Luncheon Meet Mrs. Buddy Anderson w as

Warford-Woods Vows Planned

Officers Installed
For Sorority At
The Alley Home

Mrs. Jean Richerson, installing officer, recently installed
the officers of the Omicron Alpha chapter, Tau Phi Lambda,
Woodmen of the World, in the
home of Mrs. Jane Alley.
Lighting their candles to
spread the light of the fraternity were Glenda Smith, president; Annie Laura Farris, vicepresident; Helen Spann, secretary; Carolyn Parks, treasurer;
Beverly
Fletcher,
Carolyn
Young and Shirley Morton, trustees; Jeanie Lamb, escort; Car.
olyn Sexton, past president.
Mrs. Smith is serving her second year as president She is
presently serving as Kentucky
state treasurer of all the chapten in Kentucky. She and her
husband, Roy, reside on Bailey
Road with their three children.
Mrs. Farris has previously
served as vice-president of the
local chapter. She resides in
Mayfield with her husband, Jim,
and three children.
Mrs. Spann is secretary to
the County Judge and resides
on Minerva Drive with her husband, Dale, and son, Ricky.
Mn, Parks is employed at the
Bank of Murray and resides on
the Hazel Highway with her
husband, Max, aiAl son, Michael.
She has served as trustee and
was selected as one of the outstanding trustees in the nation.
Miss Earloene Warford
These officers will serve thr(Love Photo)
ough December 1970.
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Warford, 407 South Ninth Street, Murray, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of NEW PROBLEM
their younger daughter, Earieene, to Danny Ray Woods.
Mich, (UPI)-PONTIAC,
The bride-elect is a senior at Murray High School where
she is a member of Future Homemakers of America, and the Barbers In this industrial city—
Motors
General
of
Distributive Education Clubs of America. Her maternal grand- home
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hundley, Jackson, Tenn. Her pat- Corporation's Pontiac Motor
ernal grandparents are Mr. Emmett Warford and the late Mrs Division— have discovered a
new problem created by air
Mamie Bichon Warlord.
pollution.
Mr. Woods is a graduate of University High School and is
City Commissioner Robert F.
.
is
He
the
Company
Car
Used
d
by
Garland
y
presentl empolye
Jackson said Thursday that his
son of Ulis L. Woods, 1625 Miller Street, Murray, and Mrs. Hilda barber— who has clipped hair in
Thomas Woods, Detroit, Michigan. His paternal grandparents various places and kept a
are Mrs. Zora Woods, 506 Vine Street, and the late Thomas careful check on the wear and
Woods.
on his instruments—
e tear
clipping instruments
eports
r
The wedding is planned for Saturday, June 13, at First
faster "when he's
Baptist Church in Murray. All relatives and friends are cord- wear out
under the cloud that
ially invited to attend the wedding and the reception which. will working
comes out of Pontiac Motors."
follow. No local invitations will be sent.

Saturday, March 21
will
The Captain Wendell Ourv hostess for the meeting of the
A country music show 13eGrove
chapter of the Daughters of the executive board of the Kirksey
be held at the Lynn
n- Elementary School Parent-Teamentary School at 7:30 p.m, American Revolution entertai
PTA.
ed its good citizens winners and cher Association held on Wed.
sponsored by the'
•••
their mothers from each of the nesday, March 18, at one-thirty
By Abigail Van Buren
n at her
The Murray-Calloway County high schools with a luncheon at o'clock in the afternoo
the the Murray Woman's Club house home.
at
meet
will
Club
club. Shrine
DEAR ABBY: I am an advisor for a girl's teen
William on Saturday, March 14, at noon.
three home of Mr. and Mrs.
The mother of one ef the girls told me that about
Panorama Shores.
Presiding at the meeting was
Special guests were Miss Jac
Moffett,
E
with
dealing
years ago you had two letters in your column
Budzko, daughter of Mr the vice-president, Mrs. Ander
kie
pm.
6:30
t
and girls
•••
bow boys really felt about girls who were "nice"
and Mrs. Dovid Budzko of 707 son. Announcement was made
TOO"
who weren't. She said one was signed "TOO NICE,
The Teen Town at the First Chestnut Street, Murray, Cal- of the spring conference to be
will loway County High; Miss Rita held April 2 at Farley School,
you printed
United Methodist Church
and the other was signed "NOT SORRY," and
p.m.
10:30
to
7:90
from
Harris, daughter of Mr. cid Paducah.
open
be
them both on the same day.
again?
with music by the Ezra Brooke Mrs. Marvin Harris, 1640 West Other busbies was Aileussed
If you can locate them, will you please run them
Band. A charge of fifty cents Olive Street, Murray, Murray including the regular meeting
MRS. A. D. R.
Thank you.
Mr. High; Miss Elizabeth (Both) to be held Tuesday, March 24,
per person will be made.
found and Mrs. Ronald Beshear are Garrison, daughter of Mr. and at 130 p.m. at the school.
DEAR MRS. A. D. R. A sharp-eyed secretary
Refreshments were served by
Mrs James E. Garrison, Oakdale
ehaperones.
them ia the 1117 file. mad here they are:
• ••
University the hostess.
Murray,
Drive,
Those present were MesdamThe Calloway • County High School.
DEAR ABBY: No offense to you, personally, but you're School Band will be host to the
Another guest was Mrs. Rich- es Jewel MeCallon, Alvin Usrey,
NICE."
"TOO
herself,
nuts! I agree with that girl who signed
Band at a concert ard Kruger, Columbia, Mo., Richard Armstrong, Don Pasthe fast Elementary
She's right. If a girl is too nice she sits home. It's
at Calloway High at seven p.m. daughter of Mr and Mrs Paul chall, Bud Gibbs, Elvin Crouse,
• ••
Rudy Lovett, James Miller, Rob
girls who are popular. I am °my 16 and I know from experiSturm.
Mrs. John Nahce presided in McCallon, Charles Coleman, J.
A gospel singing will be held
ence that the only reason a boy asks you out is for one thing,
Church the absence of the regent, M.'. B. Burkeen, and Buddy Anderand if be doesn't get it, you don't see him again. That's no at the Oak Grove Baptist
a at seven p.m.
son.
Leon Jones, who was ill.
lie. either. When you said, "If a girl has to fight with
• ••
The. April 22nd board meetAn interesting program,'The
boy to keep his hands off her, she must have led him on,"
March 22
" No. 1 Soc- ing will he held at the home
Societies
Sunday,
Patriotic
doing
him,
to
next
be
sitting
can
She
you were wrong.
at 1:30 p.m.
The Calloway County Sing- iety, -The Daughters of the of Mrs. Coleman
nothing, and be will almost attack her. Since January I have
•o
at Coles American Revolution", was prebe
will
ion
Convent
ing
had to break up with three boys because they all tried to go
st sented by Mrs. Paul Sturm.
Camp Ground United Methodi
too far. But I'll stay nice because I have my self-respect. Church at 1:30 p.m.
Mrs. B. C. Allbritten told in.
•••
But so far it hasn't got me anywhere. 'TOO NICE, TOO"
teresting facts and stories about In:meanie- aSittle 0111111
*sedgy, Mere* 23
Benjamin Franklin.
'DEAR TOO NICK: Another "eke" girl had this I. say
Luther Robertson Ele- The tables were decorated
The
NEV YORK—The cost to
as the subject:
mentary School PTA will have with beautiful arrangements of insurance companies of - paying
a potluck supper at the *dual spring flowers. Hostesses were (tabus growing out of auto acciDEAR ABBY: I am 18 a,pd have just completed iny_
Mrs. Allbritten.
at 6:30 p.m. Teachers will be Mrs. Sturm and
freshman year at college. I want to tell all those girls who
dents is mounting steadily, says
4 •• ... „
and officers elected
honored
I
what
d
girl
fashione
old
a
sweet,
like
really
wonder if boys
the Insurance Information. In•••
Deaths bittFire
stitute. From 1958 through'
learned from experience: Don't be shocked if even the best
will
sorority
Beta Sigma Phi
NEW YORK—Every 43 min- 1908. the aicrage bodily injurY
boys try. After I painstakingly explained my views on the
the home of Mrs. Bob
at
meet
claims a life. says the liability Claim row 58 per cent
matter of morals many more dates and fine friendships reHopkins, Highway 641, at *even utes fire
Insurance Information Insti- from S981 to S1350 and the
sulted. Some jokingly called me prudish and mid-Victorian, pm
•••
tute. Of the 12.200 persons who aierage property damage habilbut I was elected to a position of high honor by the student
ent
Departm
died in fires in 1968, about one- its claim (finthed 77 per cent
who
girls
the
Arts
pitied
actually
Creative
The
body. There were times when I
Club
Woman's
third were children.
5267.
from 5I51
of the Murray
allowed boys liberties, thinking it would increase their
workshop meeting
its
girls
The
have
talk.]
will
boys
and
a
brother,
have
(I
ty.
populari
at 9:30 am. with Mesdames
who parked with boys on dark roads at night were ignored
Ann Warren, Alfred WolfCarol
by the same boys in broad daylight. Keep telling young
Jolui G. Taylor, Jr., as
and
son.
girls that it pays to be nice, Abby. I am, and I am—
hostesses.
NOT SORRY
•• •
The Great Books Discussion
DEAR ABBY: I have been married nearly two years, Group will meet at the Murray.
MONDAY, MARCH 23 at 9:00 A.M.
Calloway County Library at
and I will never forget one wedding present because 16 of
It
me.
for
it
p.m.
bought
in
and
Wen
s
pitched
relative
s
my husband'
FINAL REDUCTIONS!
•••
was an electric appliance which they got wholesale. I
ty
Universi
State
Murray
The
figured out that they each put in one dollar!
Bridge group will
One of my husband's sisters happens to be very well Women's
Student Union
the
at
meet
is
telling
and
off, and now she is moving into a new home
7:30 p m. lf interestat
Building
everyone not to buy her a house gift. She wants "cash" ed in playing call Mrs. Max
instead as she is afraid they might select things which
Reed 753-8746.
•••
won't look right in her house.
Tuesday, March 24
What do you think I should give her?
Elementary
EYE FOR AN EYE
Kirksey
The
PTA will meet at the
School
DEAR EYE: Slate yea obviously are ea "eye for an school at 1:30 p.m. with the
eye" believer, give her a dollar. But she's your hasbaad's program by the eighth grade
sister, as pass the back, and let him decide.
The fifth grade mothers will be
hostesses.
•••
DEAR ABBY: In reply to the person who said shamCarter Elementary School
The
sturCisil
a
am
I
it.
es"
"damag
often
too
pooing the hair
PTA will have an open house
hair chemistry, and I can tell you that shampooing, per- at seven p m.
.•.
manent waving, bleaching, and dying hair will not harm it
one bit.
Wednesday, March 25
Hair is damaged by pep pills, sleeping pills, diet pills,
The Murray Woman's Club
Discontinued
Final Reductions on Odds and Ends and e anywhere
tranquilizers, and the worst offender being birth control will have its "Diamond Jubilee
pills! Also, surgery, shock, and nervous disorders rob the Luncheon" at the club house at
Patterns from our regular stock! Never befor a low, low
i0:30 a.m.
hair of lustre and life.
• ••
such fine quality Decorator Fabrics as such
Medication of all types is filtered out thru the hair
26
Thursday, March
price! Come early for best selection!
shaft within two weeks. Anyone knowledgeable in the field
The Zeta Department of the
of hair chemistry can tell by running his fingers thru a
Murray Woman's Club will meet
person's hair whether that person is healthy or not. Sick at the club house at 7:30 p.m
hair accompanies a sick body.
Hostesses will be Misses Louise
CAROL THE COSMETOLOGIST
and Madelyn Lamb, Mesdames
What's year problem! Yearn feel better if you get it elf James M. Lassiter, Salvatore
ton,
your chest. Write S. ABBY, Be. Mee, Les Angeles. Cal. Manna°, Ralph McC
lds.
sue. For a perseaal repay melee, stamped. addream4 and Ace Mclieyon
•• •
*seder,.
Friday, March 27
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet at the home of Mr, and
Mrs. James C. Williams, 1303
Doran Road, at seven p.m. with
Mrs. Debbie Wilffifitis as hostess.
• ••
Ball sponsored
Military
The
* HEAVY ANTIQUE SATINS
Jayne
and
ield
Kathy Stubblef
held at
be
will
ROTC
the
PRINTS
by
the
for
s
Scott modeled garment
* HANDSCREENED MOHAIR
Union Building
Charm School held in Mayfield, the Student to 12 midnight
SHEERS
TER
eight
* 100 DACRON POLYES
on Seturday, March 14. Janey groin
formal.
BOUCLES
is
Dress
Kelso and Karen Alexander al* IMPORTED JACQUARDS AND
•••
so assisted in the school. These
PRINTS
Wordily, March 28
E Valik garments were furnished by the
* ATEXTURED SOLIDS AND
School AlumHigh
Hazel
The
.
Company
LINENS
AND
Pattern
Simplicity
* CASEMENTS
ni Association banquet will be
Murray Woman's
the
at
* AND MANY, MANY OTHERS
held
The school consisted of a
House at scven p.m. /4 :e
Club
discussion on styles and colors reservations by March 25 with
and accessories *pertaining t..)
the class representatives or
clothing and clothing design.
send $2.50 per plate to Tommye
Murray
D. .Taylor, ROI 389,
* ••
Miss Helen Wright, Special
Educational I ield RepresentaThe Alpha Department of the
Don't miss this Sensational Decorator Fabric Buy!
tive, from Simplicity Pattero Murray Woman's Club will have
d
color
and
y
discusse
Compan
at
meeting
n
Be there when the door opens Monday, 9:00 A M
luncheo
open
an
style design
the club house at noon with
I
/
Mesdames Henry McKenzie, RoREMVAW
Nancy Grave, Beauty Model
bert Hornsby, Russell Terhune,
and Consultant from •DraughJones,
Larsen, Preston
Linda Adams on's Business College, Paducah, Edwin
and Miss Mildred Hatcher as
prothe
showed
and
d
discusse
Phone '153-2371
hostesses
per use of accessories.
•••
51
lla11
Mrs. Kite Thompson, County
204 W. WASHINGTON • PARIS, TENNESSEE
Extension Agent in Home EcoPERSONALS
nomics from Fulton County,
and Mrs. Dauveen Roper. Counof Murray
Clifford
ty Extension Agent in 4.H from
Route One hat been dismissed
Graves County, were in charge 'rum tie Western Laptist Hoaif the school.
il Paducah
•
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FINS 'N FEATHERS
Short Shots From The
Land Between The Lakes

Infancy
In
n
Seaso
Jig
ng
Fishi
ng
Meeti
l
Annua
99th
Holds
NRA
i
ng
More Wafer,:More Fishi
In New Orleans April 3-8
In Kentucky

Frankfort, Ky. — Kentucky's jig fishing season is now in its
Infancy. Reports from conservation officers In early February
Indicate that many of the larger tributaries and ter sections
of the state's major lakes offer water conditions that are favorable
to this sport.
ago
Jig fishing techniques, which started nearly a half century
grown
in Lake Herrington, the first major lake in Kentucky, have
In popularity year by year.
Several factors have made this cold and foul weather sport
more popular as time has passed. Modern insulatedouter and inner
garments now permit these enthusiastic anglers to enjoy weather
even when temperatures are well below freezing. Sporting goods
manufacturers now produce battery heated socks, insulated boots,
heating devices, ranging from pocket size to those that produce
several thousand BTU, all of which have been of much benefit
to the jig fisherman.
There are now 19 major lakes of 1,000 surface acres or more
is a
and jig fishing is popular on all of them, In addition there
state
chain of state-owned and managed impoundments across the
that add even more fishing waters, Some 60,000 farm ponds stocked
by the Department also present jigging waters. Originally jig
fiber
fishermen used the cane pole and today some still do. But
glass poles, from 12 to 14 feet long, mostly are used.

Washingtoo, D. C., — The 99th Sunday, April 5 — The relate
Despite cold winds and a touch
The birth of several new offMeetings of the National loaship of firearms controls to
of snow, Piney, a year-round spring has marked the official
Annual
lot.
fortunate
a
are
fishermen
Frankfort, Ky. — Kentucky
Rifle Association of America will federal and state law enforce.
family campground, has been arrival of spring at Empire
sucply
ample
an
bad
Before the advent of the big lakes Kentucky
open Friday, April 3, at the Jung ment will be discussed by Mr.
host to 101 campers during the Farm. A new heifer was barn to
of running streams from which" good fish were extracted. Then Hotel in New Orleans, La., the
Donald F. Santarelli, Associate
month of March. Piney is locat- Daisy, while Billy Bob 11 is
each
came the major lakes, one by one, until now there are 13,
Association announced today.
Deputy Attorney General, and
ed a few miles north of the Scott the father of two kids. Six pigwater.
of
acres
surface
more
or
one
thousand
which contains
The meetings, which will con- Mr. Richard W. Velde,Associate
Fitzhugh Bridge in Tennessee lets and a beef calf complete of
provide
which
lakes
smaller
of
In addition, there are hundreds
and is equipped with heated cen- the additions to the farm's anifarm tinue for six days, through Wed- Administrator, Law Enforcement
good fishing and then there is a great number of smaller
nesday, April 8, will feature Assistant Administration, United
tral service buildings, electrical mal kingdom. The farm is a
ponds which offer excellent fishing close to home.
discussions, open to the press,
Department of Justice,
outlets, and a swimming beach. popular educational facility wheat Kentucky has increased, so have the of the aspects of the firearms States
the
populatica
so,
as
And
and Captain Thomas Drake, CoTwo addition' family campgrou- re young people can observe form
are
fish
more
nt
manageme
good
acres of fishable waters andwith
controls and their relationship mmanding Officer, Intelligence
nds are Hillman Ferry, which animals in their natural environavailable to the fisherman today than there were a half century ago. to federal and state law enforce- Division, City of New Orleans
opens on April 15, and Rushing ment. Visitors of all ages will be
the
waters
Kentucky's
Always the fisherman could take from
the ment the public service value of Police Department; a special shCreek, which opens on May 27. Interested in the displays of tools
largemouth, smallmouth and Kentucky bass, He could catch
the NRA training programs; Int- owing of the color film, "GunAlthough Piney is the only fam- and jiousebokt faraishings that
myriad
and
catfish
and
bluegill
and
croppie
the
sad
,
white bass
ernational shooting programs, smith of Williamsburg," will be
ily campground which will be wore used aa fume in this area
fried
when
good
equally
and
catch
to
fine
other fishes that were
includhig the 1970 NRA sponsor- conducted during the gun collecopen during the Easter holidays, many years ago. Open daily from
to just the right turn.
ed 40th World Shooting Cham- tors general session; Policewo20 lake access areas will be 9 si.m. to 5 p.m.,Empire Farm is
But now, even other species are available. There's the rainbow pionships, Phoenix, Arizona; the man Jeanne Bray, Columbus,Ohavailable for campers. These located in the Conservatioo EdKentucky
trout which has been added on a put-and-take basis to the
areas are equipped with boat ucation Center five miles east of
and to state of man's environment on to, Police Department will talk
waters—especially to Lake Cumberland and Herrington Lake
this earth, the problems ofpollu- on personal safety for women;
along
tables
453)
picnic
launching ramps,
reproThe Trace (Highway
not
will
they
which
in
and
lakes
of
the tailwaters of a number
tion, and the future of our out-of- NRA affiliated state rifle andpismore
and grills, and chemical toilets the Lake Barkley shoreline.
year
Last
s.
themselve
duce in sufficient numbers to-perpetuate
doors;„ problems of state shooting tol associations will discuss
in
There are no charges for the
areas
selected
than 300,000 trout of catchable size were placed hi
associations and the role of the their role in conservation; and a
hours
use of the lake access areas.
many
A popular visitor attraction Kentucky, from the east to the west, and they furnished
state association in conserva- get-acquainted luncheon (ticket).
--converted rainbow
Land Between the Lakes is of good fkhing and many tasty meals to the
at
tion; personal safety for women; Monday, April 6 —Ladies Tour
novices,
,
Expert fishermen
buffalo that ranges fisherman.
hunter safety, and other matters. of the Garden District homes
Kentucky.
and tourists will all be welcome the herd of 19
in
family
walleye
the
There has been a renafeeance in
pasture alongside
les.
on
at the First Annual Western Ke- on a 100-acre
erected
were
nts
Colonel Larson, representat(Route 49) near the They were doing very well until the impoundme
n cky Crappie Festival to be The Trace
other pollution ive of Marlin Firearms, and Tuesday,.April 7 — Annual
and
siltation
Then
streams.
favorite
their
of
Berne
.
Tennessee
April 1 to April 30 at former site of Model,
they did not Bill Jordan, NRA Southwestern Meeting of Board of Directors
who arrived last apparently interrupted their spawning runs and
Kentucky Lake and Lake Bark- The buffalo,
t of Fish Field Representative and former (closed); Ladies Luncheon at the
Departmen
the
so
And
had..
once
they
, have become accuse reproduce as
increase United States Border Patrol Roosevelt Hotel (ticket).
to
ley. Both lakes are excellent September
designed
project
a
about
to their new home and and Wildlife Resources went
Wednesday, April 8 — Board
were member, will conduct a rifle and
York
New
for crappie fishing as they are tomed
from
from the woods to the the numbers of the walleyes. First imports
of
Directors Meeting (closed);
fish
small
shallow with sloping banks, and have moved
the
pistol shooting demonstration.
where visitors can brought in as eggs. These eggs were hatched and
Ladies Tour of the French Quarthen,
But
It is expected that this year open pastures
well.
very
doing
are
They
waters.
favorable
in
placed
seeing them.
Daily mvie showings have be- ter with lunch (ticket); Annual
the crappie run will be the finest enjoy
during February and March, when the walleyes spawn, the taking en scheduled to review NRA
Members Banquet (by invitation
bring
to
in the history of Kentucky. For
expected
is
this
and
fishermen
Hunting permits for the spring season was closed down to
ally famous only).
internation
the
ms,
the
was
step
further
those who have never tried fliatA
year.
hunt can be obtained at about an -increased production each
NRA Exhibit Schedule
intoa walleye big game titles of Wally Taber,
ing there will be instructors turkey
n office in Golden making of comparatively new Barren River Reservoir
informatio
firethe
the
of
April 3, through MonFriday,
films
product
the
and
Boats
charge.
no
at
fishing
on hand
there was a ban on
They will also be avail-' factory. Fish were put in this lake and
day, April 6, the Exhibit Hails
Depart- arms manufacturers.
the
lake
will be available for rent at Pond,
this
in
Fromlish
water,
of
body
this
in
M the hunter check stations for them
More than 100 elhibitors will will be open from 1:00 p.m. to
the many boat docks along the able
of eggs and when hatched the
mornings of the hunt which ment is expected to extract millions
the latest in firearms 5:30 p.m. and '7:30 p.m. to 1030
display
shores of the two lakes, and the
lakes.
4
held April 17, 18, 24, 25, small fish will be used to stock other
s and related hunting p.m.
accessorie
white
g
ocean-goin
fishing licenses will be on sale will be
the
And last but not least is the rockfish ,or
May land Sin Land Between
are- Tuesday, April '7, the Exhibit
at all boat docks and fishing and
Kentucky waters in great equipment in the two exhibit
to
ed
transplant
been
have
which
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the Lakes.
Hall of the Americas Halls will be open at 10:00 a.m.
as,
lakes.
major
the
supply stores.
of
four
in
well
very
doing
are
which
and
numbers
and Grand Ballroom. In addition and close at 3:00 p.m.
Young rockfish are obtained from a South Carolina hatchery located to the modern firearms, the finare
They
Corner.
Monck's
near
below Santee-Cooper Reservoir
est exhibit of the collectors' art
moved to the federal hatchery near Frankfort where they are cultiva- will be featured. The exhibit halls
are placed
ted until they reach a desired release size. Then they
. They are open throughout the proceedin Herrington, Cumberland, Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
and
more ings to NRA members on presenmore
year
each
and
lakes
these
in
well
have grown very
the tation of NRA membership cards
to
spawn
to
expected
not
are
They
of this species are caught.
be or convention badge and to memto
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operation
The
By JACK WOLISTON
s.
degree that they will stock themselve
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Now combers of the public who may purFor the next eight to ten weeks much like the rainbow project of put and take.
YORK (UPI)
NEW
es that time of the year when there'll be plenty of fishing. Alchase tickets for $1.
This year a brand new 8,000 surface acre lake is expected to
number of pleasuri
alarming
An
one may expect strange illness- ready the white bass and croppie
some of the finest bass fishing in the southeastern part of
furnish
have been remishaps
meetings
boating
business
accof
Generally,
use
trips,
emergency
es,
in Southare moving. This is unusually
United States. It Is Green River Reservoir which lies
closed to the public but open ported so far this year, leading
are
umulated overtime and vacations early for them but the warm rai- the
as
year
were
last
ones,
small
bass,
Kentucky and where
to come with mounting frequency ns apparently have warmed the central
and there th NRA - member deletes and observers to predict 1969 may
thick as hops. The bluegiU, good sized ones,are plentiful
especially among the male water faster than is usual at also
Reser- the press. A summary of these be one of the worst in terms
River
Green
lake.
this
Is an ample amount ofcroepie in
of casualties and property dam
population, but also to a lesser this time.
meetings follows:
Barren
River,
Nolin
voir joins with Barkley,Kentucky,Rough River,
age.
degree among those of the oppoRiver, Herringtoo, Dale Hollow, Cumberland, Buckhorn, Dewey,
Most discouraging have been
site sex.
Friday, April 3 — Opening of
warmer water Grayson and Fishtrap Lakes, as well as hundreds of the smaller
the
with
And
shooting and the number of accidents reportThere's a good reason : It's
the
halls,
exhibit
fishing
g
early
outstandin
most
the
the
of
Hence,
react.
some
fish
Kentucky
the
ones, to bring to
fishing time again, and all days
hunting movies; and the rifle ed involvirig multiple deaths,
good catches this year.
waters of the nation.
and pistol shooting demonstra- such as a recent capsizing on
that can be so utilized, will be—
tion with Larson and Jordan. a Texas lake which claimed six
during the next couple of months. Just to whet the fishing appetIt'll be coincidental that one suddSaturday, April 4 —*Discussion lives.
ite a bit, let's point out that
unpleasant outlook
This
enly is called away on business
of competitive shooting and trainhave begun
already
bass
white
place in fire- comes on the heels of the Coast
to western Kentucky where black
woman's
the
ing,
of
tributaries
the
into
move
to
Frankfurt, Ky. — Rainbow trout fishing continues to gain in arms safety will be examined Guard's annual statistical report
bass are being caught by jig fishthe major lakes and are being
as more waters and fish become available for this put. by Mrs. Joyce MacDuffie, Hunter which shows boating accidents
popularity
ermen.
caught in good numbers in the
fisheries.
and-take
It'll be noted that any occtuntsSafety Coordinator, Montana De- reported in 1968 were up 2 per
creeks of Lake Cumberland,Dale
The Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources and the Daniel partment of Fish and Game, the cent over the preceding year -lated overtime will be used preRough River and
Barkley
Hollow,
of
Boone National Forest, in cooperation with the U. S. Bureau
NRA and Police Training with 4,194. compared with 4,113 in
dominantly while white bass are
some other lakes.
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, will stock approximately 370,000 Giles Crisler, Director, Missi- 1967.
moving in some of the lakes, and
in Kentucky waters starting in March and ending ssippi Department of Public SafIt should be pointed out,
It will be noted that more vacaSome waters have not warmed rainbow trout
ety, and Col. Jim Cross man,Cha- however, that the number of
tion days are requisitioned while to the point where the whites are In November.
NRA World Champion- registered pleasure boats operaThe DBNF will stock the area of the forest and the Department irman
the croppie catches are larbe. moving, but this should come
lth. ships Committee will make avail- ting in 1968 was 4,742,871 aThis fever - fishing fever that within a few days. And more and will stock the remain*, of the trout areas of the Commonwea
Cumber- able Information on the October gainst 4,458,893 in 1967. And
Is — is something that occurs more croppie are being caught. There will be 36 streams stocked, plus the tally/eters of
Reser- 1970 World competition; Dr. Les- that 1968 figure probably has
each spring and the fisherman This species is attracting a lot land, Buckhorn, Rough River, Nolin, Grayson and Fishtrap
voirs and the waters of Herrington, Cumberland, Bert Combs, lie L. Glasgow, Assistant Secre- increased by another quarter
will use every legal means at of attention in Kentucky and
Campton and Mill Creek Lakes.
tary for Fish and Wildlife,Parks million at this point.
his disposal to get a few days
The Coast Guard report also
to be stocked comprise 300 miles ofstreams and tailwaters and Marine Resources, U. S. DeAreas
off to take part in a fishing
Barkley Lakes, Lake Cumber- plus approximately 54,000 surface acres of impounded water. partment of the Interior, Mr, gave these figures for 1968:
jaunt that he has planned all
other
and
Barren
land, Nolin,
-- Deaths in boating accidents
Possibly the most productive trout waters are below the dam of Daniel A. Poole,President, Wildwinter long.
lakes. They are also being cau- Cumberland Lake. It is there that a trout tipping the scales at life Management Institute, and were up 2.3 per cent
1,342
So, it is not unusual for the
ght from the streams and farm better than 11 pounds was caught and three to six pounders are not Mr. Allan Ensminger, Chief, compared with 1,312 in 1967 bank teller to be called out of
ponds.
Wildlife Refuge Division, Louis- but reported injuries were down
uncommon.
town for a few days; or for the
tobaWild Life and Fisheries 5.9 per cent -- 1,284 against
his
sowing
delay
farmer to
g in Cumberland is highly productive from mid-summer iana
And the black bass are being
Nightnshin
cco bed because it's merely clou- caught in abundance in most lak- through fall. Drifting, with artificial lights, using nightcrawiers Commission will present mess- I,365 in 1967.
- Property damage was up
, or for the housewife to put es by jig fishermen— a situation or corn kernels placed on a single hook and fished at a depth of ages on the environment and pody,
off housecleaning for a few days. Fishing is good right now, but it even 50 feet or better at times is a favorite procedure there. llution; a session on club activi- 9.5 per cent -- $6,631,600 comties in the community and the pared with 16,054,100 in 1%7.
Tatlwater fishing Is for the still fisherman as well as the caster.
After all, there'll be plenty will get better.
There were 5,427 vessels
basics of conducting a shooting
Worms, nightcrawlers cheese and corn kernels fished on the bottom
to involved in the 4.194 accidents
of time to do these mential tasks,
to get catch trout. Small spinners streamers, spoons, wet and dry flies tournament; Officers' reports
excuse
an
out
figure
So,
whereas when the fish are mova general membership meeting. rerwrted
it.
also account for many fine sizings.
ing, they just can't be put off. with
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from
Artist's drawing shows monorail train emerging
dte Contemporary Hotel in Florida's Walt Disney World.
Si, Central Press
DisneyORLANDO, Fla.—Monorail---a tourist attraction at
for
land for 10 years and the rapid transit dream of city planners
netnearly a century—will become a complete , transportation
work at Walt Disney World.
DisNow under construction in Central Florida, the new Walt
Kingney World-Alweg Monorail System will circle the "Vacation
and recreadom" joining its major theme resort hotels, parking
tion areas and the new "Mag4c Kingdom" theme park.
either
It will carry passengers on concrete beams running • in
edge of
direction from the World's Transportatir Center on the
day-parking
a - 14,000-vehicle
1 trots in observation compart•
area.
ments at either end of Lim
Soaring up to CIO feet above
the ground as it crosses a ship train'
.! •
channel between Bay Lake and
THE FIRST monorails were
the Walt Disney World, lagoon. put in operation at Disneyland
the concrete "highway in the
as. the _Western Hemi-'
sky.. win pass directly through in 1959
phere s first daily operating
a hugh lobby-concourse of the , monorail trains.
_
Contemporary Hotel.
' The Walt Disney World Mark
,It will stop in front or the Iry monorail train; will be 171Polythe
theme park and beside
feet long, wider than their Diatosimn Hotel on its return to , neyiand counterparts and will
the Transportation Center.
I incorporate a new air-suspen• • •
system for ..the _smoothest
AS THREE other theme re- passible ride. They will attain
per hour.
Kwta—Asnan• Venetian and Per'1 speeds up to 45 Miles
Man — 'are Completed during
The system will have a caps-Walt Disney World's five-year city of 1,700 passengers per
Phase I, monorail service will hour, running both express .and
be extended to the other hotels local trains. It will be corn-

MULTI BUY..
CLEAN COTTON III3
LEDGER & TIMES

200-acre man-made lagoon
which is at the heart of the
"Vacation Kingdom."
Six trains, with a capacity of
212 passengers each, are pow
under construction, Each is
fully 'air-conditioned and capeble of full operation in either
direction with operators' cor -
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in October, 1971.
Although the monorail will
be the principal high-speed
transporation system in Wakt
Disney World, many other
forms will be used, including
paddlewheel steamboats, water
taxis and unique surface vehicles
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leconomic picture deteriorates
much more rapidly than anyone
Is predicting, Shearson, Hammill I. Co. says. The economy
has slumped to the point where
i some remedial action is justified, although this should take
the Irm of a gradual loosening
NEW YORK (UP— The of monetary restraints, it Mob.
—
money that has moved out
The logical pattern for a
high multiple glamor stocks is
deelining market includes a
aggressive money and will not
drying up of bids and an
necessarily be switched into
"the more plodding blue chips," increase in selling pressure,
Bathe & Co, says. At least a Eastman Dillon observes. Bat
the decline, *deb has been in
portion of this money is more
progress since December, 1968,
likely to wind up on
has been caused by a drop in
sidelines than remain in the
equity market, the ftrm feels. A buying pressure without an
mpanying pickup in selling.
sustained rally in the market as
a whole will be difficult to Because this is so, there has
a
high
degree of
launch as long as the glamor
responden e between the
issues are ender such intense
pressure. How they come market's movements and ftuc.
in the daily number of
through April's first quarter
dog issues, and rallies
earnings reports "will provide a
ve been fairly easy to
clue as to the depths of
cipate, the ,x)rnpair; adds.
Investment
cttsenctiantment,"
the firm adds.
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Gremlin Now
At Cain And
Treas Sales

POR SALE
saRvicas OPPeRao
IN MEMORY
NOTICE
Pet RUNT
TIP carpet beauty doesn't show?
In loving memory of our darlSAWS
num,
electric
heelers TWO-EZDROOM dipina
1970 CALENDAR Desk Mande ing mother, Gracie Walker,
Clean it right and watch it
glow. Use Blue Lustre. Rent end all =all appliances repair- mss% central fad sad sic and refills are now available ell passed away five years agowho
toelectric shampooer $1. Big K. ed. 512 R So. 121h St., 7538061. buliWn mak sorsaie Us as116 the Laden & Thiess Of
flap day, March 19, 1963.
March-27-C
ply
sk.re.
and
1TNC
throusbo
st
OA
se as
Days of sadness fill our lives,
11-21C
Gess Meaty, Soalaids asp
WILL GIVE excellent care to tears of silence often flow. We
1962 FORD tractor, plow, dlic CARPENTER WORK of all ping Ceuta. Nam,
Ifasizettz children
in my home. Call 731 shall always keep her near,
and cultivator, also bustihog. kinds. Building houses, *da- 1111-78/10.
3616
irnallent condition. Contact tion', remodeling, paneling.
M-23-C though she left us five Years
ago.
Mrs. Hill Gardner, 753-2528, Get your work done before the ELECTROLUX SALES & SerNever shall she be forgotten,
Fred Gardner, 753-6319 or Dan spring rush. Call Mack, 753-3306. vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky, C.
never from our memory fade.
Free estimates.
PROCLMATION
Gardner 753-5844.
Almil-17-C M. Sanders, Phone 383-3932,
M-23-C
Lynnville, Kentucky. April44
WHEREAS, the Murray Civi- Our hearts will always be aLIKE NEW STEREO console WILL CARE for convalescents
tan Club through its programs round the grave where she was
with Al.CFM, stereo records. In. their home if terms are agree- APRIL 1--air-conditioned one- and projects contribut mater- laid. Not a time do we forget
e
8-track stereo car tape player. able. References and qualifica- bedroom efficiency apartment ially to the welfare
her in our hearts she's always
of the entions.
complete
Call
ly
near. As we loved her so we
753-3608.
furnished
Phone 7324162.
, one block tire community; and
M434
M-34-C
from University. Cie 7534109
WHEREAS, the Civitan Club mis.s her at the end of five long
BACKHOE WORK, septic tank or 7534478.
M-24-C of Murray sponsor an Annual years.
CONSOLE STEREO, Am-nt ra- lints/lotion and cleaning, all
Sadly missed
Pancake Day in Murray, and
dio, said state all transistor, types of digging. Call Gene
by her children
early American cabinet.'Phone Steely, South Side Shopping EFFICIENCY apartment, pre- all proceeds are devoted en762-6101.
Center, phone 753-7850. TFC ferably working couples. Furn- tirely to programs deserving of
ished and utilities are furnish- -the support of all citizens; and
'68 HONDA 350, can see it Fri- WILL BABY SIT in my home. ed Phone 753-1794.
M-21-C
WHEREAS, various firms and
day, Saturday and Sunday. Prefer infant or three to five
SMALL
CLEAN-U
Phone 7534256.
year
P
old.
Shop, Mr Individuals are contributing
Phone 753-8034. RefIt41-C
erences given.
M-23-C compressor furnished, $73.00 a their time and financial support
CLEAN expensive carpets with
month. Phone 753-3018. 1143-C to the PANCAKE DAY IN MURthe best. Blue Lustre is Ameri- WILL DO labor of any kind,
RAY,
ca's favorite. Rent shampooer preersibly ccestruction work HOUSE TRAILER, three bed
$1. Western Auto, Home of 'The or farm work. Phone 753-2362 rooms, two baths, air conditionNOW, THEREFORE, I, Holmed, electric heat. Available es Ellis, Mayor
Wishing Well".
2141-C from 6:09 a. In. 4111. MID
of the City of
Apse 1. Location, Mobile Home Murray,
Kentucky, do hereby
TRAILER for sale or rent, 10' x
Village. Phone 753-3855 or 753- proclaim and
declare that Sat54 furnished, air conditioned, Complete Small Eng* Repair. 3403.
M-24-C urday, March 28, 1970, be
desigcarpeted, electric baseboard Garden Tillers, lawn mowers,
nated:
heat. Reasonable. Phone 762- chain saws. Authorized Briggs TWO - BEDROOM apartment,
s
6196.
M-25-C & Stratton dealer. Authorized carpeted, refrigerator and stove,
CiVITAN
AUNT
Mr
conditioned. Couples and
JRMIMA
Lawson Power Products dealer.
ODDS AND EN`DS SALE. Metal
PANCAKE DAY
Murray Supply Co., 308 East towbars only. Call 753-2808.
folding stain, tool box for pick- Main.
...s.
M-27-C
Phone 733-3361.
H-ITC
truck, several doors with
In the City of Murray, and most
and without glom, antique home
.zespattully- aro al citizens
NOTICE
-NOM§
comfort, hand
to support this worthy program.
washing machine, several cans of paint,
.
'
few old chairs, a treddle type
Done at'the Executive Office,
ON PROBATION from a presewing machine, large attic fan,
this 17th day of March, 1970.
vious burglary conviction,
large 3'4' x 7' dog house, and
Witness my hand and seal of Lester G. Maddox Jr.
some other items. Come and
the City of Murray, Kentucky (above), 26, eldest son of
see. Phone 436-5534.
M-21 C
Gov. Maddox of Georgia, Was
arrested in Atlanta for stealValuable building sites behind Tom's
TWO FULL-BLOODED Siamese
Holmes
Ellis,
Mayor
•
Pizza
ing tires from a filling stakittens, seven weeks old. Just to
City of Murray,
Palace. facia, Arsaille Court for lease. You
tion. He was released under
time for Easter. Phone 753Kentucky
$1.000 bond.
6928.
M-23-C
build or we build. See Tom Karvounis at
Tom's
BOAT, MOTOR and trailer,
Pizza Palace.
$195.00. Phone 753-8124 after
6:00 p. m., except weekends.
PEANUTS

LOTS FOR LEASE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Lspiosion
Ssainestion
llassit outcry
12-NA
14-Direction
15Girl's name
17-Negative
16-511111
19-1.1046 with

MEMPHIS, Tennessee, Cain
was
& Trees of Murray, last weak 204Aisi
21•Compass
point
took part in a nationwide MSS
2244•MIlle
driveavray of the first U. S. - 23--Doom
built small car designed to com- 24-Holds in high
regard
pete with the imports.
26-Conflagrations
American Motors chose Fri- 27-Gaelic
day the 13th as the "lucky" day 28 Weary
to conduct a nationwide introduc- 29-Unrefined
tion of its new subcompact Grem- 31 Irons
34-Flower
lin to its 2,400 dealers.
35 KInd of
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Cain joined
Quartz
36-Par
ent
with scores of their fellow Am(collo(')
erican Motors dealers here in 37 Mature
Memphis to view the new car 38-Imposing
and learn sales plans for it from 39 Recede
Greek
factory officials. Following the 40 letter
meeting, dealers were given keys 41 Move
stealthily
to new red, white, or blue Grem42 Without end
lins parked outside and headed 43
Sofa
PT their home dealerships.
45 All
Similar scenes took place about 47-Remain erect
the same time throughout th illaiiRest
duc
country, making it the'hr
one-day, new car driveuway
DOWN
American Motors' history.
Trumpets
The driveaway marks the first 1 loudly
public appearance of the Grem- 2 Final
lin, which features an unusual 3 Danish land
division
slantback design and is powered
by a standard six - cylinder en- 4 Coniuncticn
gine. The car goes on side
dealer showrooms on April

High Cost of Accidents
NEW YORK-Economic loss
from autoaccidents in 1968 hit
a record $14.25 billion, reports
the Insurance Information Institute. This figure, which takes
into account such factors as
property damage, legal and
medical bills, and lost income,
is equivalent to a bill of approximately $71 for every man,
woman, and .child in the
country.

21
30 Rascals
31-Design
32 Burning coals
33 Sword
35 Cooked in tat
38 Secluded
valley
39 Bad

41 Music as
written
42-Greek letter
44 Tanganyika
Territory
(abbr )
46-Compass
Point
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Plastic togs
provide a
privare-gauna

By PATRICIA E. DAVIS
NEW
YORK (UPI) Leather may be the fashion rage
this year for the "Best Dressed
List' set, but for those with
modest means the beat bet is
what a saleswoman recently described as "the skins of unborn
vinyls" - plastic.
Plastic, once used mostly in
shoes, is now showing up in

2.1

coma/vests, jumpers, hats and
dresses.
And 'the plastic garments 'are inexpensive, easy. to
clean (with a damp cloth) and
often are hard to distinguish
from the rear Thaw-Popular this year with manufacturers and buyers alike is
patent vinyl- - soft, shinty and
produced in a wide variety of
colors.
This reporter recently purchased a black vinyl patent jumper. My plastic-wearing debut
was greeted with coos of praise
from female friends but with
sneers and jokes from the males.
"Hey, where's your whip'"
asked.
one
Another
was
"Where's your Honda!

by Charles M. Schulz

EVERYII-LIN6 THAT
L

(1415 IS'ME .\
VEW DULL LIFE_
HAF'PENEO TO YO0
DO YOU have bald, worn out
BOREN&
tires on your car? I have securMOST
HAPPENED iN
ONa
WILL
ONE
NO
AL)T00{06RAF14q
HELP WANTED
ity, 2 new tires, 8(55'15" 4-ply, BUSINESS OPPORTUMMIS
4DOR LAMINATION
WANT TO READ
whifall, polyester cord, $45. $100 WEEKLY Posdble--base
'
I'VE
'
7.READ
ABOUT IT..
WANTED: locan man for 64
la'
If
rested phone 753-2547. trying, addressing. Guaranteed
time
employm
ent
with
aia;
•44.....
••••••
ask r J. J. B.
plan. Details 260. Homework- tablished business,
for delivery,'"
KS, Box 1043, Springfield, M. installation
work and to learn
CB RADIO, 8 channel, all cry12708.
11-2441 sales. Answer in own handwritstal. Phone 4364240.
M-234
ing giving full information aBERKLINE RECLINE& Good
bout self and furnish referen
condition. Early American stylea to P. 0. Box 32-K, Murray,
ing. Phone 7534906 after 5:00
Kentucky.
M-21-C
p. in.
M-26-C
RARGAINM Every day Is "sale"
CALL PAT HACKLITT at 753Day when you show people
1813 or go to 408 South 4th
Distributor
Avon's wonderful range of cosStreet in Murray for your coal
metics. Profit from your spare
For This Area
and ice needs. Courteous ser- Become a distributor in one of hours-Sell Avon.
Call now,
vice and prompt delivery on all America's largest and fastest grow- Mrs. Evelyn L
OH, BOY--- A BIG
Brown, Avon
coal orders. Fresh shipments ing industries. You will to distri- Mgr., 965-3363,
Shady Grove
OLD MAILBOX -received daily.
M-23-C buting national brand products. Road, Marion, Ky. 42064.
No •sperience required. All accJUST WHAT
H-M-21-C
ANTIQUE ORGAN, good con- ounts are contracted for and set
I NEED
dition, $450.00. Phone 753-3281. up by our company. You merely
MOTHER
needs
M-24-C restock locations with our nation- WORKING
al brand products.
housekeeper and baby sitter to
TRUCK TOPPERS; also truck
Live in. Must love children and
You Can Earn
toppers custom built. Lowell
have good references. Salary
$800 A Month
Lamb, Sedalia, Kentucky. Phone
open. Phone 753-7241.
M-27-C
3284321.
Or More
M-27-P
EXCELL
ENT
part
time
work
Based On Your
CUB FARMALL, plow, die, culIndividual who gets up early
Effort
tivator, planter and side dressin morning, car necessity. Deer $650.00. VAC Case 3-point Inventory of 1645.00 to 2790.00 livery of Courier Journal
7 days
cash
required
for
inventqty
and
hitch, plow, disc and cultivator,
a week in Murray area. Fre$395.00. Jubilee Ford, '34 Ford, equipment. You must have•good i vides approximately $75.00
per
'47 Ford, C Farmall, 1-row Hol- Cam and be able to devote at West month plus car allowance
. Writewi
4 to 12 hours per week. if you are
land tobacco setter, nice. Ford interested
20ruztla._.13th St., Murray,
, have the desire, drive,
cultivators. Ford Flex-o-hitch determination, and Want to be Kentucky.
M-24-C
disc. See John tough, 2 miles successful in • growing business
west of Lynn Grove, Highway of your own, write us today.
RIAL ESTATE POE SALE
94. Phone 382-2897.
M-34-11 Plaine enclose name, address, and
ALBRITTEN FARM: 92 acres,
telephone number.
SHE'S ACTIN' SLUGGISH, 'THEY'RE RIDING LOWER
good dock barn with electricity,
ONE AKC registered toy poodWI WIR.00,411 INVIISTIOATION
C.6.! GUESS IT'S TIME
CAN'T, YOU GET ANY
AND LOWER IN THE WA
one
old
tobacco
barn,
ten
acres
le, White, six weeks old. Two
T' SCRAPE THE BARNACLES ITS ONLY A MATTER
MORE KNOTS OUT OF
bottom
land,
45
acres
cleared. THIS
AKC registered Irish Setters.
OFF
HER
TUB. CHARLIE?
HULL.
OF 7IME NOw.!
This farm is priced to sell. LoPhone753-2353.
M-24-C
cated HWY 91, turn right just
east of Elm Grove Baptist ChurNEW AND USED tires. Flats
1347 South Gladstone,
ch on old Mental Road, 134
fixed. Vinson's Tractor Co.
Springfield, Palo 65604
miles on the right. Contact
Phone 753-4892. _
H-1TC
1424
Peel & Holland Real Estate,
3-POINT HITCH, 5 ft. heavy
1120 Main Street, Benton, Ky.
duty rotary cutters with stump
ler.
AUTOS POE SALO
42022, phone 5278621.
juniper, big gear box and solid
1962
DODGE, excellent conditail wheel, $325.00. Also 4 ft.•
sarism shift, mom if-TOUR-BEDROOM
, two baths,
models. New and used 1 and 2row cultivators. Vinson's Trac- best offer. Phone 7534411 at. formal living mien and dining,
mmil fireplace in family room, full
ter 400 p. a.
tor Co. Phone 753-4892.
1TC
basement, double garage, recrea1965 VOLKSWAGEN. Can be tion
room in basement, $30,LI S
1988 HONDA 350 Scrambler, seen at 916 North 18th Street. 000.00. Phone 733-6037. M-34-C
11170
1416.•
M-34
-NC
windshield, two helmets, luggage rack, electric darter, turn 1960 RAMBLER Wagon, full
WANTED TO RUT
Lil' Abner
sigitals.- Priced for quick sale. power, good fishing car, autoWANTED
: to buy, Sears 106
'733-1323 or after 5 p.
matic transmission, $180.00.
4
1 1 753-3763.•
M-24-C Make your offer. Phone 492- Motorcycle. Motor must be in
good condition. Call 7534614
WE'RE
/N FAC7;/r5 5T/LL LEGALLY
M43-C
DRUM SET "Slingeriand Blue 8396 after 5:00 p. in.
TPNC
own, y num TTLE
LUCK`4 TO
Pearl', complete with all acMIS THE COUNTRY N.
FIND
cebories. Reasonably priced. 1962 VW, green, good tires, WANT TO BUY complete fish
iNDIAN.'7 THE U.S.A. HAS
YOU WANT ME TO 13U`I?
Phone 753-1323 or after 5 p. m., good paint, good motet-. Phone leg rig. Alutginum boat, trailFORGOTTEN ABOUT/TMS!
!
733-3143
753-81904.
or
M-33-C er and motor. Call 753-0030.
COULDN'T YOU FIND
733-6763.
M-24-C
BUT50,FORTUNATELY,
•
after 3:00 p. in.
TEM:
SOMET
H
I
NG
HAS
SliT,ALL HORSE, very gentle VOLKSWAGEN, Square - back
Station Wagon, 1969 model.
NICER?
Phone 753-3829 after -5:00 p.
WANTED
:
standing
timber and
Price $1875.00. Call 733-5332.
M-31-C
logs. Contwt Ire Scat's, Murray
M-23-C
Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone
7334147.
Mareti4DC
'.
• WANTED TO RENT
1966 MUSTANG, Kentucky tags,
WANTED
:
1960
Oldsmobile
‘VANT TO RENT or lease with red, V-8, $1375.00. Dwain Taybody. Phone 753-8551.
M-21-F
opiion to buy. Nice three bed- lor Chervorlet, Inc., South 12th
room home in good location. Street. Phone 753-2017. 51-21-C
LOST g FOUND
WOI take incelLent care of
NTh. Brown -Enti-"Mtftr•-its P.
,
honie and grZiintUT Phone 153- GOOD FISHING Isr
inch Beagle. Owner may call
7937 _
$73.00. Call. 7534812, .11-214
753277t
• M-24-F3 Xi

SPARE TIME
INCOME
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1401ErAfa
COM r2011 13151MMi1
FORVENFEEN

SiVessel with
three banks of
Nation s ships
6 uin
7 Alight
8 Number
9 Hypothetical
force
10 Signify
11 Stop
13 Venetian
rulers
16 Inlets
19-Newspapers
collectively
20 Journeys
forth
22 Brief
23 Initial
25 Plague
26 Demon
28 Small
ornament
29 Stuffs
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'Contimied Ft-1m Page 1)
interest rate will remain at its
legal 6 per cent limit and 7 per
cont for contractual loans other
than the 81
/
2 per cent for home
buyers. The 8/
1
2 per cent rate
would remain in effect until
July 1, 1972. After that it would
revert back to 7 per cent.
This will allow time for the
1972 legislature to study the
money market and make any
revisions in the rate it deems
necessary.
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SOCIAL Must Certify
SECURITY Pesticide

Hong Kong's Chinese Remain Loyal to Britain

By F. K. WU
Central Press Association
Corre.spondent
HONG KONG-Though the
state of unprecedented
,
pi-sent
prosperity in HongKong is due
Tobacco producers will be
largely to increasing exports to
to certify that they ha the United - States, many Chire' inclined to attribute
not used pesticide products concurrent boom to two antitaming DDT and TDE on their
ited conceptions -colonialism
1970 crop tobacco plantings.4
loyalty to the British
they wish to be eligible for price

Is Not Used

Calloway countians who expect
to apply for social security in
So, tits upshot of the whole the next year or so will have a
thing is that there is comfort choice of signing up early, for a
in numbers. Especially if you smaller rate, or waiting until

quired

are over 30.
regular sign-up time to get the
full benefit rate.
What a nice conversation with
Insured workers and their spMrs. Two (Toni) Hopson. She ouses have a choice of signing

re.

and her husband are building a up as early as age 62 at reduced
nice home down near the lake benefits, or waiting -until age 65 support, the U. S. Department of
e four million Chinese in
thiTle
Agriculture announced
and she says they enjoy their for the full benefit.
today. this British crown colony are
McCuiston and Carroll assert- experiences with the wildlife
Widow's of deceased workers U. S. exports of tobacco face
favor of the present colonial
ed that because all surrounding in the area.
have similar options. They may sharp reduction if DDT and TDE .le through a governor apat
benefit
widow's
used.
be
continue
to
instates have higher rates of
draw a full
pointed by Queen Elizabeth II
She also likes rocks, too, big age 62, or they may apply as
Growers are being urged by and ta!ting instructions from
terest, money is flowing out
ones,
big
as
a car. We'll keep early as age 60 and receive -1.1.S.D.A. tobacco program oftla time to time from the home
Kentucky and credit is becoming more and more difficult to on until we get one. Not p cut a reduced benefit.
ials to use alternate materials government in London. In conobtain as cash for lending de- out one, but a natural one, like
Those who live the usual life which are available and demon- trast many other British colocreases. They said the 8 per those on the Virginian and High span will receive the same amo- strated to be effective in contro- nies --Singapore and Malaya, for
instance-have become indeChapparal.
cent limit would ease this.
unt of benefits during their life- lling plant pests.
Nunn had said the most serApproximately 35 percent of pendent states.
time whether they claim early,
No .eve the most ardent
ious crisis was in the home Nice conversation with Buford reduced benefits or the full bone- all U. S. grown tobacco is exporradicals or liberals would dream
building industry and for this Hurt yesterday.
rate later. The health, finan- ted, and several foreign coun- ,1 upsetting the apple cart and
reason he chose to give relief
cial circumstance, and personal tries that are now large importmost would ask for some
there.
Now comes the FBI report situation are usually considered. ers of U. S. tobacco have indic- kind of self-government or an
"My heart is still bleeding for which shows that crime jumped Your social security representa- ated that they will
set very nar- elected legislative council. All
the bankers," said Sen. Edwin by 11 percent in 1969 over
1968. tive will figure your full rate row pesticide (DDT and TDE) Chinese at the bottom of their
Freeman, D-Harrodsburg.
and reduced rates so you will tolerance on cured leaf, starting hearts are convinced that any
"They are doing all right with In cities our
ec %u°
n iwc ould
size here is how have the facts. Then you decide In January 1973, It is essential (hange of the status
7 per cent and making more it went: crime up 15 per
decent, when you want the checkS start- for growers to meet these stan- bring chaos and
money than they ever have tn violent crimes
up 7 per cent, ed.
dards now because most of the terioration in view of the proxhistory."
Kong
with maincrimes against property up 16
Booklets giving full details are 1970 crop that moves under loan imity of Hong
Freeman said Nunn had made per cent, murder up 2 per cent,
Taiwan.
available tree at the Social Sec- will not likely be sold and ex- land China •and
• •
a believer out of him with his forcible rape
up 24 per cent, urity District Office, Paducah, ported prior to 1973, the Departveto of SB 139.
HONG KONG was ceded by
robbery up 16 per cent, aggra- Ky. Telephone 443-7321.
ment pointed out. Tobacco is usu- China to Britain in 1842 as a
g
"He'll
veto
he vated assault up 2 per
cent,
ally
stored
and
aged
for
extended
doesn't recornmend," he added. burglary up 6 per
result of the Opium War, and the
cent, larceny
periods before being used.
adjoining new territories have
L. Johnson, R- of $60 and
Sen. Dona
over up 30 per cent
become a part of the crown
Fort Thomas, who handled and auto
theft up 9 per cent.
colony through a 99-year lease
Young Drivers
on the floor, said,
Nunn's

plan
"the only way we are going to in 1969
:

to expire in 1997.
Loyalty to the crown is indicated by scores of Chinese
seeking knighthood, and for
that end they would do their
NEW- - 'YORK- -(UPD
levet best trr free services to the
V. A. Tittle passed for nearly local government and scrape
29,000 yards during his pro up the biggest donations for
football career that began in charitable causes First of all,
aspirants have to make plenty
1950 with

in New York

there were
get anything out of this will Del 257
,
6 automobiles reported
sto
le defe
ar the Narris-bfcCius
• toil I lea:
welagi. It had been backed strongAy by the banking community
and Democratic leaders of the A hippie was hauled into court
with his long hair, a beard.
some beads and wearing one
shoe.
"What happened?" asked the
judge, "did you lose a shoe?"
"NO, sir", the hippie replied,
"I found one".

Senate.
During the final vote to send
HE 622 to the House, Sen. Romano Matzoh let several persons in the gallery, apparently
bankers or their representatives, have it with both barrels.
Mazzoli criticized them for
"not telling us truthfully what And
. now a story on computers.

-- -NE•WOJ&h
rs,
again caused more than their
share of the automobile accidents in' T968,
to-the'
Insurance Information Institute. The 20.9 per cent of the
nation's motorists who are unBaltimore and ended
der age 25, were invoked as
drivers in 34.6 per cent of all with his retirement from the
reported accidents and 33.9 per New York Football Giants after
the 1964 season.
tent of all fatal crashes.

you were willing to live with." This is supposed to be true and
"It has put us in an Imam. occurred in Clifton Spring, New
fortable box," he told than,
looking them straight in the eye
from the floor. Earlier in his In an effort to solve its billspeech, Marron said bankers ing problems, the Clifton Sprbad informed him they had to ings Hospital employed the serhave an interest rate with no vices of a computer center. The
ceiling. But after Nunn vetoed innovation was announced to

By RICK DU BROW

SB 139, they quickly settled fox PatientS in the following note:
the 8 per cent plan, he said.

Persons Are Fined In
The Murray City Court

"In an effort to provide y o u
with faster, more accurate billing, we are using a computer for
the first time.

"This statement was automatSeveral persons were chargproduced by our new
ed, entered pleas of guilty, and ically
were fined in the City Court of computer, untouched by human
hands,
City Judge Don Overbey during hands, human
hands,
this week. Records show the fol- hands, human
hands.
lowing occurred:
Jerry Glenn Pierce, speeding,
"If it runs true to form, it unfined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Kenny Todd, drunk and dis- doubtedly will be wrong.
orderly, fined
$20.00 costs
"If it is, please tell us.
$10.00.
Harvey G. Brown, driving
while intoxicated, amended to "Please don't get mad, get mad,
reckless driving, fined $100.00 get mad, get mad, get mad.
costs $10.00.
James Elvin Garland, public "We won't either, either, ei
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs ther.
$1000.
Joseph C Rhodes, speeding, "Thank you, thank you, thank
you, thank you, thank you,
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Nicholas A Passaretti. driving thank you, thank you."
ivhile intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $100.00 ing, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
costs 510.00.
Robert L Joyner, no 1970
David Earl Lamb, speeding, Kentucky cab card (with the
fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
Lumber Sales, Inc.). fined $19.00
Chesley L. Guthrie. driving costs $10.00.
while intoxicated, amended to . Billy Hill, .no 1970 Kentucky
reckle>s driving, fined $100.00 C.% card (with the Norris Furcosts 510.00.
niture), fined $19.00 costs $10.William kily Arflack. speed- 00

Television
In Review
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This view of Hong kong shows five of its tallest buildings. From left are the
Hong Kong Hilton, the Bank of China, Prince's Building, the Mandarin Hotel and
the Sutherland House The low building with a dome is the Supreme Court.
of money in business or by
their professions and have to
spend freely for social purposes leading to the same objective.
While knighthood is still in
flower in Hong Kong, the quota, though increased recently
from three to four for Chinese
residents, is very small. A good
many candidates are willing to
settle for something less such
O.B.E. (Officer of the Order of the British Empire or
even M.B.E. (Member of the
Order of the British Empire).
The British authorities take
full advantage of the feudal
and vain instinct of Chinese
yearning for some kind of sochit distinctions
the days
of the monarchy on the Chinese mainland, when honors
and decorations could be available for a sum.

These people. 111 British sub- lighted to have honors and cijects by birth or naturalization tations granted by Queen Elizaand hankering for some rocog- beth, who is held here in higher
nition from 4.the queen, have esteem than in Britain.
thought of the ingenious
Very unexpectedly this tradscheme of turning Hong Kong ing outpost of Britain was in
into a manufacturing center the throes of strikes, demonwith world-wide markets, in- strations and
bombings in
cluding the United States.
1967, but an equally surprising
• • •
recovery was made in early
IN the past this colony main- 1968 and developed into boomly served as an entrepot and ing months that followed.
depended on the purchases of
White 1961i- was a record
imported goods by China Such year, merchants and industranshipment business declined trialists are looking forward to
sharply after World War II and even better time's in the next 12
has fizzled out now,
months. Tourism is one of the
The prosperity of Hong Kong main incomes.
also is ,ascribed to the manaActually -the United States
gerial skills and capital brought contributes much to the boom
Shanghai refugees be- here, beoause "lt tops Other
tween 1948 and 195-1
countries as a buyer of Hong
A good many of them have Kong products and 'sends more
become British subjects, and tourists to this city than those
some of them would be de- from elsewhere.

series, "Marcus Welby, M.D.".
rerun of the Humphrey
Bogart-Katharine Hepburn movie "The African Queen" came
In second. . .and a rerun of the
Burton-Taylor film "The Sandpiper" finished 16th.

Patty McCormack, Gale Son- Puryear Baptist Church plans Anniversary Month at the
HOLLYWOOD (UP1)- Notes dergaard and Geraldine Fitz- to celebrate its 125th iumiversay church; pastors who have served
next week with a series of revival the church will return for special
to watch television by:
gerald will star in a half-hour
The Hea&iners
Elizabeth soap opera, "The Best of services, beginning Sunday, services during the month.
In addition to these, the church
Taylor and Richard Burton Everything,"
on March 22, and ending Easter
beginning
has scheduled a number of
appear on CBS-TV's "60 Mi- ABC-TV March 30. .The daily Sunday, March 29.
nutes" next Tuesday with serial is based on the book and The Rev. John Outland, former nationally known speakers for
reporter Charles Collings/PM.. movie about a group of young pastor of the church, will conduct the month.
.the Burtons and Collingwood girls trying to make lives for the services. Outland is pastor of
Included
are
James
L.
have homes near each other in themselves in Now York City. Woodlawn Baptist Church in
Sullivan, executive secretarythe Mexican town of Puerto
Bristol, Tenn.
treasurer of the Southern
V allar ta.
Irna Phillips, the writer who
John Wayne joins Bob Hope Is the acknowledged queen of Sunday services will be at 11 Baptist Convention and W. Fred
and Tom Jones on CBS-TV's the soap opera market,- will be a.m. and 7 p.m. Monday through Kendall, executive secretary.
variety special starring Raquel story editor of another new Friday night services will start at treasurer of the Tennessee
Welch April 26.
.Mamie ABC-TV daytime serial starting 7:30. The church nursery will be Baptist Convention,
Eisenhower will be seen in a March 20, "A World Apart," open.
On Sept. 27 a review of the
two-part interview on NBC-TV's created and written by her Other
services will be held in church's history will be included
"Today" series March 26 and daughter Katherine Phillips. . the
weeks
ahead
com- in the service, A special offering
.Filmed at the Augusta, .The story will focus on the memorating the
27.
anniversary.
will also be taken, which will
Ga., home of the widow of the lives of two families, "one of
September has been designated apply to the church indebtness.
a
around
interview
revolves
late president, the
which
will Mark the first anniversary successful female television
writer."
f Gen. Eisenhower's death.
Lawrence Durrell, author of
ie rlacsic "Alexandria QuarABC-TV also has announced
WASHINGTON (UPI): The Post Office cracked
tet," is scheduled to discuss his
a one-hour April 7 special
that
down this week on sales of a "fountain of youth"
"Nunquam" on
this
book
will be titled "The Bob Goulet
type beauty cream whose makers claimed it could
Friday's "Today" outing. ,
Goulet,"
make a woman's skin "look up to 15 years young."Cartier-Bresson's California,' Show Starring Robert
er."
which somehow seems entirely
half-hour special in which the
Postmaster General Winton M. Blount ordered
appropriate in this particular
famous French photographer
all mail and postal money orders connected with
same network's
.The
case.
tiers his filmed impressions of documentary
the sale of the product Nutrivena B25 stopped and
of this past
portion of American life will
returned to the senders.
Sunday night, "The Ballad of
• broadcast on CBS-TV day 5.
Nutrivena B25 has been advertised as "Sweden's
Iron Horse," was a fine and
Doris Day's CBS-TV series the
miracle formula" in a number of nationally distribnostalgic salute to American
med to third place in the 70uted women's magazines.
railroads by the distinguished
arket Nielsen ratings for the
The Food and Drug Administration analyzed the
of
team
producing-directing
•eek ending March 8. ..Tops in John Secondari and Helen Jean
so-called beauty cream and failed to find any
e rankings again was Robert Robers.
evidence supporting claims of skin rejuvenation,
ABC-TV
freshman
oung's
the Postoffice said.

•
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

Offer Good Through Sunday, March 22

FREE
SIG CHEF
Stop in and introduce yourself to a Big Shef.
Two thick patties of beef, open-flame-broiled
to seal in cookout flavor! 100% pure beef.
And a jumbo piece of Kraft cheese. And Burger Chef's secret recipe sauce. It's a meal in a
million served on a fresh, three-layer toasted'
bun. Buy one, the second one's on us.
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